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P R O B L E H S  O f  A B E G I N N I N G  T E A C H E R  O F  M E A T S  

Practically everyone here today has had many of the experiences and 
problems which I shall discuss. 
ences, teaching aids and techniques are made available, the situation for the 
beginning teacher changes. 
acteristic problems at this time for a beginner in this field. 

However, as time progresses and better refer- 

I hope therefore, to present what may be the char- 

Method of Instruction 

In teaching slaughter and cutting labs, I think there is quite a 
problem as to whether to demonstrate how the various jobs are to be done on a 
separate animal for demonstration purposes, or to assign the chapter in the 
text on the particular slaughter technique and then turn the boys loose. Dem- 
onstration takes away more of the student's time from actual knife workmaaship 
in limited laboratory time. 
to show how the various jobs are done. 

However, it seems more instructive to the students 

Determimtion of how much time students should spend on actual knife 
work hinges on the value obtained from euch practice. This seems to be a prob- 
lem which can best be answered through more experience in teaching. Discussion 
of slaughter and cutting data - thus giving students a better knowledge of cut- 
out, dressing '$, etc. is a very important phase'of meats work. Which will best 
serve the student in his future work? 

In our teaching program at Michigan State we use problem sheets ex- 
tensively in calculating various percentages and cutting margins. 
are of great value in teaching students how to figure costs, etc. 
these sheets involve a great deal of time in arithmetic busy work. 
much interested in seeing a nethod of teaching students this type of materia3 
add still elininate much of -the grade school aidthmetic. 

These sheets 
However, 
I would be 

Efficient use of visual aids in a meats curriculum greatly enhances 
its attractiveness. 
and select the proper visual aids to get across the punch line at the right 
time 

It is sometimes difficult to arrange teaching schedules 

It has been my experience that field trips to packing houses stir up 
quite a bit of interest in meats students. The question is, however, how much 
time should be spent in these trips and should they be made during the earlier 
stages of the course before students have slaughtered and processed meat items, 
or should packing plants be visited after the boys have done the various jobs 
themselves? 

As compared to many other fields of instruction, textbook material and 
This problem probably reference material. to a lesser extent are rather limited. 

minimizes as experience lengthens. 

Method of Student Analvsis 

This seem to me to be one of the bigger problems facing a beginner. 
How can we accurately evaluate a student's ability to assimilate facts, develop 
manual ability in various jobs and &ill keep a proper balance between the two? 
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This entertains the problem of previous experience acquired by the student and 
how shall it be handled. 
be placed with the rest of the students having less experience on a comparBtive 
basis3 

ShoUld he be rated on his improvement, or should he 

Proper examinations should test accurately the student's ability to 
integrate facts and ideas and end up with a real live applied meaning. 
examinations of this type is a real task for a beginner. 

Do we have a balanced system in grading among: 

To give 

actual knife work 

class participation 

written examinations 

effort of the student? 

Judging Team Coaching 

This was the biggest problem I had and still have. To begin with, 
reference maherial is very limited to which a new coach can turn for ideas. 
The new manual is a help, but there are a few kinks yet to be ironed out of it 
and until then I have not felt quite justified in using it as a text, for the 
students. 

How much time should be spent outside of regularly scheduled classes? 
We have predominantly seniors in meats judging at Michigan State and most of 
them carry 18 to 20 hours. 
chwces of graduation by excessive time out of classes. 

Therefore, it is not fair to jeopardize their 

I have found that the boys who make the judging team and go through a 
contest develop a zeal and lust for judging and grading which those that stay 
home do not get. 
and it would seem important to retain their interest and stimulate keenness in 
those folks that stay home. 
this but we again revert to the problem of excessive time outside of class. 

However, all the class members do not get this opportunity 

Of course, entry in more contests would help solve 

Reason Kj-iting, What do judges look for in a good set of reasons? 
Since reasons &re not passed back, and justifiably so, it is very difficult to 
know whether or not you as a coach have properly prepared and instruated them. 
I would like very much to have one of our respected judges express his likes 
and dislikes. 

MR. KUNKLE: Professor Sleeter B u l l  of the University of Illinois 
w i l l  lead the discussion. 

MR. BULL: Looking over the program rather sketchily 1 figured 
that we were devoting about two hours to teaching and about ten hours to 
research. For the benefit of the young men, that is rather typical of 
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American agricultural colleges today. 
ceed and get promoted you had better spend two hours on teaching and ten 
hours on research, It does not make a darned bit of difference whether the 
research amounts to anything or not, but research and get it published and 
you will be promoted. 

In other words, if you want to sue- 

I was interested in Mr. Dean's having the students in meats 
calculate dressing percentages, cutting percentages, margins, etc. It has 
been a long time since I have taught a course in slaughtering and cutting, 
but such a course is not intended to make a butcher out of a m&n or a meat 
cutter. 
pert meat cutters from our course. 
do, I don't believe the taxpayers of Illinois should spend $600 or $700 
per year t o  send a student to the university. 
ting a Job as an apprentice or going to a butchering school, So I heartily 
agree with h i s  system of having them do some book work. 
these markets and locker plants would be a lot better off today if their 
managers knew something about book work, margins, cutting percentages, etc. 

I don't think many of us turn out any expert butchers or any ex- 
If that is all that it is intended to 

He w i l l  learn more by get- 

In fact, some of 

(Following announcements the meeting recessed at 12:OO o'clock.) 

# # # i f # # #  




